
Patient Registration & Insurance Coverage

Lumedic Connect

When individuals check-in for healthcare appointments, they typically present their identity and insurance credentials – 
most commonly a government issued ID card (e.g. drivers license) and a physical insurance card. But these two pieces of 
plastic don’t contain all the information necessary for healthcare providers to treat the patient or get paid for their 
services. For that to happen, a complicated, time consuming, and manual process takes place which inconveniences 
individuals and burdens healthcare organizations.

Improved Member Experience
Lumedic Connect allows the same process to be completed digitally from a 
user’s mobile device. This new pattern is what people are used to in almost every 
other area of their lives – with a few taps on their smartphone, they are 
checked-in, registered, and forms are completed. What’s different about this 
technology – something called digital credentials – is:

Only the information necessary for the function is requested.

The personal information stored in credentials are under the control of the user.

The user sees what information is requested and can approve or decline sharing it.

The experience is simpler, faster, more transparent, and more private than 
today’s model, leaving individuals feeling safe and happy.

Lower Costs
Receiving accurate and current information from the individual, without the 
need for 3rd party verification services and EHR integrations, cuts down on cost 
and operational inefficiency, while improving accuracy and speed. Revenue 
Cycle Management functions benefit from fewer issues and activities driven by 
inaccurate and incomplete data obtained during registration.

Controlled by the Individual
At Lumedic we've built a platform that allows individuals to share health 
information quickly and privately with businesses or healthcare organizations. 
Lumedic Connect gives the individual control of their health information, 
letting them decide what they share, when, and with whom. With Lumedic 
Connect, individuals have a safe and easy way to manage their health 
information, and it’s all in one place – their own personal device. 

Individuals, healthcare organizations, businesses, and communities are 
all connected. With Lumedic Connect, those connections become a 

network for people to feel more confident sharing health information 
safely, securely, and privately. 
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The Lumedic Exchange


